ROOTS (See also GENEAOLOGY.)

676. Meditation, the roots (lg.) of

748. "The Roots of the Roots" (S. Camilleri's FOR/75 cover)

753. "Roots": $C^H_DH$ ("ONE") in the Shema

758. "R": Reality-Clusters in the Greek Language of NT

758a. "R": " " in Hebrew Language of the OT

751. "THE ROOTS OF THE ROOTS" (process of class' words)

442. Motivation, "the glory of God" as.....

763. R: Gk. KOLL. (Eng. "glue")....(Bill's baby picture)

767. R: The CIA (underground letter in the Greek alphabet)

747. Bible: Concordances (Strong/Young)

677. R: The Basic Life-Experiences as Sounded in Sanskrit

768. R: The Primary I-E Languages for Roots and Stems

936. Counseling the Triple Abente (Alex Haley! +)
1854. "To Paradigm" (as punning + throwing)
1217. "prophecy"
1306. "love + Believing"

2324. 2
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